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When Vivid Audio offered me to host 
G2S2 speakers for review, I hesitated a 
little bit to accept.

That of my two guardian angels who wears a 
halo started to whisper:
- 2 crates of 100 kg, your steep garage ramp, 
your back, your room against which you 
fight for a long time for your G3s, the 
temptation, and who will trust a review 
written by a Vivid junkie?

But the other one with his horns and his 
forked feet started a throbbing Sabbath 
dance under my skull:
- G2! G2! G2S2! What a shoot you will 
take!

Having an excellent osteopath, with a 
planned support for the garage ramp and for 

unpacking the speakers, for the room, well, 
l’ll see, I finally accepted.
Reception and unpacking of speakers of the 
Vivid Audio Giya series is not easy. But this 
is the case for all Full Range speakers.
Alternative speakers with these G2S2 (48 
kg) are mostly much heavier. In fact, despite 
the 100 kg of each crate, those speakers are 
almost feather weights.

The wooden crates in which the speakers are 
delivered are probably more ecological than 
the Flight Metal Cases provided by other 
manufacturers.
They are surely adequate for one or two 
travels. Beyond, the archaism of their 
manufacturing, as staples to join the boards 
or screws directly into the wood, is not 
really consistent with speakers ranging from 
80k€ for G1 Spirit to 30k€ G4S2. 



After 4 hours of handling and unpacking, a magnificent pair of blue G2S2 took place in my HiFi room. 



Each speaker have 6 M8 diameter locations 
for provided spikes and PVC feet that are  
probably less crucial than for other speakers 
given the high rigidity of the cabinet.
Nevertheless, the feet provided by Vivid 
(more practical than spikes in most 
situations) have a surprisingly short threaded 
rod that makes it uneasy to tighten. One end 
of the threaded rod comprises a location for 
a clamping with a 6-pin key.

So I quickly installed my Soundcare 
Superspikes, not for better floor standing (I 
did not make comparisons on these G2S2), 
but because they are much more practical to 
install and tighten with a threaded rod of the 
adequate length and provided tool. Moving 
the speakers to tune their positioning is then 
really easier.

As for my G3s, connecting cables is not 
very convenient. The use of forks is 
complex, because it is impossible to connect 
them "from the top" (there is not enough 
room). From the bottom, one need quite fine 
and flexible cables without which a pressure 
will be exerted on the forks.

Vivid Audio is part of the handful of speaker 
manufacturers who design and manufacture 
speakers and cabinets, even going so far as 
to develop new composite materials.

This requires significant Research and 
Development budgets and production units 
for products that will only be manufactured 
in small series.

This is one of the reasons for Vivid Audio 
speakers high prices who recently started to 
implement their technologies and know-how 
into more affordable speakers with the Kaya 
series, and notably with the S12 bookshelf 
speaker that was tested by our editor in 
previous Audiophile Magazine issue.

In their presentation documents, Vivid Audio 
remind us hat it is known since the 30s that 
the parallelepiped (the shoe box…) is the 
worst shape for a speaker.

I confess that when I saw a pair of Giya for 
the first time a decade ago, I wondered who 
were these jokers who built « Barbapapa » 
speakers. But then I listened and scratched 
my head.

Without trying to be exhaustive, I will 
remind some Vivid Audio key technologies

The rear waves of carbon fiber surrounded 
aluminum drivers are absorbed by an 
exponential profiled tube. This tube then 
requires an aperture on the driver for the 
evacuation of the rear wave. This led to the 
development of a "super magnet" up to 2.5 
Tesla for the D26 tweeter.

For high and medium frequencies, cabinet/
drivers decoupling is ensured by silicone O-
rings.

For low frequencies, two side boomers are 
used.
The magnets are coupled, thus canceling any 
stress on the speaker.

The same principle of canceling forces is 
used for the two ports which have no 
mechanical effect on the cabinet. 



Concerning the details about Giya Series 2 
evolution, I first address my thanks to 
Laurence Dickie who spent time to answer 
all my questions. You can be the inventor of 
many technologies and the designer of some 
of the best speakers in the world, and still 
sincerely present yourself as a humble 
engineer, happy as a kid to see that the Logo 
of Vivid Audio that he cofounded with 
Phillip Guttentag finally appears on the 
speakers.

Apart from the Logo, among the most 
visible things, the tweeter and high midrange 
are  now “protected” from fingers 
inadvertently reaching out to meet the 
domes. In fact, I do not know a single Vivid 
owner (including myself) who never put a 
finger on the D50 driver, accusing children, 
grand-children or the maid…

Ports have been improved:
- greater length and surface have reduced air 
speed,
- a new profile reduces turbulence by 

pushing back vent distortion at higher 
sound levels.

In Series 2, the baffle is now structured the 
same way as the rest of the enclosure and is 
made from the same materials.

Giya cabinet consists of a composite 
material sandwich reinforced with fiberglass 
surrounding a balsa core.
With series 2, the rigidity/mass ratio of the 
cabinet has been increased by replacing the 
internal standard fiberglass with a home 
made composite which cutting is performed 
by a digital control tool machine. 
This led up to better adhesion, easier gluing, 
much less need for glue, and finally to a 
lower weight than Series 1 and a better 
overall rigidity.

Besides, the filter is calculated more 
precisely providing an improved global 
response.

Vivid offers also an external filter option for 
active filtering as for the G1 Spirit flagship.
 

Listening conditions

The room in which the G2S2 were installed 
is around 23 m2 with a ceiling height of 
2.30m, which is naturally far enough from 
an optimum. The room has a resonance at 
35Hz.

The listening point is 2,70m from tweeters, 
the spacing of the speakers is 2.20m (tweeter 
to tweeter). The pinch targets about 20 cm in 
front of the listening point.

Various absorber panels and diffusers are 
installed, as well as 8 bass traps tuned at 35 
Hz.

RT60 (measured with REW) is stable around 
0.25s above 100 Hz and rises up to 0.5s 
below. Despite the Bass Traps, there remains 
a "bump" and a drag around 35Hz. 



LISTENING 
IMPRESSIONS  

In what follows, I will indulge myself in the 
perilous exercise of comparing the 
excellence with the G3s to the outstanding 
with the G2S2.

As surprising as it may seem, these speakers 
are not too "big" for my room, which I 
feared in the first place.
No saturation, no particular bass problem, no 
worries of interactions with relatively close 
walls (of course there are acoustic panels 
around the speakers). "To check », I played 
up to indecent 95 dB measured at listening 
point.

On the contrary, the larger volume of the 
cabinet and the greater freedom of drivers 
with a less resistive filter than that of my 
G3s can fill my piece as ever it has been, 
with a very rejoicing presence and impact.

The G3s are arguably great speakers, but I 
really felt like stepping into another 
dimension with the G2S2. It feels like a 
palpable sound that you almost want to bite 
into

Compared to my G3s, the better definition of 
low medium and larger boomers brings 
stronger sound foundations. Bass, without 
ever any extravagance, are more modulated 
and refined, as will be seen later with the 
Bass Guitar of Aston Barrett.

The image is deeper than with my G3s, 
going beyond the rear wall.

It should not definitively be thought that 
these G2S2 can only deliver heavy or violent 
sound. Like every Giya, they continue to be 
able to offer all the refinement and the 
subtleties of a soprano or a classical guitar.

I often use "Concrete Jungle" from this Bob 
Marley album to assess a system's ability to 
produce more or less modulated bass, bass 
that can become invasive. Aston Barrett's 
bass guitar is sumptuous, full and almost 
singing.

With the G2S2, you just get the feeling that 
there is a third speaker dedicated to this bass 
guitar that structures the whole song. The 
modulation of this bass is astonishing and 
really better with the G2S2 than what I get 
with my G3s. 



Red from Nola is one of the gold nuggets of 
concert recording, here with a single mic, 
the majority of the settings being made 
during the sound recording with very little 
post-production mastering. Brass, trumpet 
and tenor saxophone, can often wreak havoc 
in terms of dynamics and timbre, both in 
sound pickup and in reproduction.

You don't need the concert photo to know 
how the musicians are arranged, but so do 
my G3s. On the other hand, brass dynamics 
are better with the G2S2, more nuanced, 
more lively on the attacks, with a fuller 
sound texture when the two instruments play 
together.
As for the smoothness of the cymbals and 
their slight resonance, the G2S2 are really 
spectacular.

With Christian McBride's Gettin’ To It 
album, Splanky features a trio of legendary 
double basses: Ray Brown on the left, 
Christian McBride in the center and Milt 
Hinton on the right.

When you already have a good system, it's 
hard to imagine what could be better. As the 
philosopher says, you can't miss what you 
don't know…

But on the G2S2, the realism is confusing. 
Without any "tweezers" or "micro-surgery" 
effects, the hooking of the strings, the sliding 
of the fingers, the strings vibration in the air 
and the double basse bodies resonance are 
there, quite simply, as at concert, providing a 
puzzling realism. For sure, my G3s already 
give a lot, but the level of realism reached 
with the G2S2 leaves me speechless. 

In a completely different style, let's move on 
to the marvelous interpretation of Mozart's 
Divertimento K563 by Trio Taus. The 
recording took place in Sofienberg Church 
in Norway, with strong but totally under 
controlled natural reverberation.
With only 3 instruments, this Divertimento 
is very complex to interpret, both in terms 
of sound texture and for the mutual 
harmonic support of instruments.
This recording is one of the most successful 
to my knowledge because everything is 
musically tuned to the micron while 
maintaining naturalness and spontaneity.

On the G3s, listening is remarkable from all 
points of view, sound texture, balance 
between instruments, atmosphere.
But the G2S2 go a step further in the realism 
of mutual harmonic supports by a subtle 
differentiation of the timbres of the violin, 
viola and cello. Something more convincing 
is obtained, which undoubtedly corresponds 
to the intentions of the 3 musicians.

Let's say that we sit at 10th row with the G3s 
and that we move to 3rd row with the G2S2. 
Some may prefer to sit at 10th row, with a 
little more reflected sound and a more global 
sound image, whereas it is much more 

within the music and its performance at the 
third row.

This album seems to me characteristic of the 
G2S2: you cannot listen to a good album 
with a distracted ear, what is produced by 
the G2S2 takes you to the heart of the music 
without really asking your opinion. But who 
goes to concerts without intending to listen?

In this production of Le Nozze Di Figaro, 
Teodor Currentzis opted for "white" voices, 
almost without vibrato, voices vibrato not 
having become almost systematic until well 
after Mozart. The white voices present 
harmonics at low levels, finally quite close 
to pure frequencies.

The Countess Aria "Dove Sono I Bei 
Momenti" systematically makes me cry as it 
pierces my heart, not only with the music, 
but also with the lyrics.

But, with white voices, I know a good 
number of tweeters which pierce the 
eardrums more than the hearts!

Never do Vivid Audio speakers. All their 
speakers deliver highs that are both 
modulated and refined. As white as the voice 
is, the highs remain bright and delight our 
eardrums without smashing them. On this 
Aria, G3 and G2S2 are on an equal footing, 
the G2S2 bringing a little more definition in 
the lower medium of the orchestra, without 
it becoming a frustration on the G3s.

For these complete Chopin's Mazurkas, Yves 
Henri chose a Pleyel piano with parallel 
strings from the 19th century. Unlike 
"modern" pianos, there is no "hubbub" in the 
lower midrange caused by the crossing of 
the bass and lower mid strings. It is in fact a 
perfect playing field for the G2S2s which 



produce subtle yet incredibly rich tones. The 
slightly brassy bass are rendered in a surreal 
way.

The soft sound of dampers on the strings 
completes the divine feeling of being at a 
concert in front of this magnificent Pleyel 
piano.

It is ultimately with this kind of album that 
the departure of G2S2 will probably be a 
little painful. Of course, the G3s do not 
demerit, but the realism of the G2S2 is 
overwhelming.

CONCLUSION 
 
It is naturally difficult and probably 
impossible to know what leads to such 
differences between G3s and G2S2. The 
greater volume of the G2 or the evolutions 
of the 2 series? Probably both, but in what 
proportions?

Looking at the price of these Vivid G2S2, 
one can be a little grazing or annoyed by 
some "details" like the crates, a so 
unpractical terminal or poorly designed 
feet.

But as soon as we start listening, we are 
instantly plunged body and soul in the 
heart of music in an astounding and 
overwhelming way. We quickly forget 
both the small defaults and the very 
unique technologies that exist only for our 
enjoyment.

The G2S2 remind me a little bit of 
Scheherazade, this inexhaustible narrator, 
able to tell tales, and other tales within 
tales, without ever losing the listener she 
holds spellbound night after night.

Once listening is finished, very late at 
night, we only want to give Laurence 
Dickie a hug, then share a drink with 
brilliant eyes for of a so wonderful 
journey through music.

It is therefore without any hesitation and 
a great pleasure that I attribute to Vivid 
Audio G2S2 the Audiophile Magazine 
« Grand Frisson ».
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Price
Giya G2S2 (pair): 49.489€
Bespoke color San Marino blue
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